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On Intuitionistic Fuzzy Separation Axioms 
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Abstract. In this paper we slightly alter Atanassov’s definition of 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets (which are equivalent to interval valued fuzzy 

sets [11] ) and we discuss some interesting new properties of 

intuitionistic fuzzy topology. The relation between IFTSs and the 

induced fuzzy bitopological spaces are studied. We also give the 

definitions of intuitionistic fuzzy regularity and separation axioms and 

give some its characterizations. We introduce new concept of good 

extension property in intuitionistic setting. Finally, we investigate some 

relations between separation axioms on IFTS and that of induced fuzzy 

topological spaces (FTSs for short) and vice versa.  

 

Keywords. intuitionistic fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy point, 

intuitionistic fuzzy topology, intuitionistic product, intuitionistic fuzzy 

separation axioms, good extension.  

1. Introduction and Preliminaries.  
After the introduction of concept of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [18], many 

authors generalized the idea of fuzzy sets in different directions [1, 12, 16, 

17].  Atanassov [1] introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets as 

generalization of fuzzy sets. Later this concept was generalized to other 

aspects [2, 3, 4, 6 ]. Subsequently, Coker [6] introduced the concept of 

intuitionistic fuzzy topology and studied some of its properties [7-10].  

Nevertheless, separation axioms in IFTSs are not studied. Only Coker 

and Bayhan [5] introduced several definitions of T1 and T2 and 

investigated the relation between them.   

In this paper we introduce new concepts of intuitionistic fuzzy separation 

axioms, intuiti-  onistic fuzzy regularity axioms in IFTS based on IFSs 

(in our sense). The relationship between our concepts and Coker-Bayhan 

concepts of T1 and T2 takes place in another article, because the 

definition of intuitionistic fuzzy point in both concepts is different. 
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 In section.1 We will give a modification of IFS [1] investigating some 

new properties. In section.2 We recall the definition of IFT. We 

introduce new concept, the intuitionistic product, we generate many 

fuzzy topologies from a given IFTS and vice versa, and we define some 

operators on it. In section.3 We introduce the definitions of IF-separation 

axioms, IF-regularity axioms, we give some implications on it. The 

concept of the good  extension property will be given and studied. In 

section.4 We investigate some relations between separation axioms of 

IFTS and that of induced FTSs, some necessary counterexamples will be 

given. Finally, in section.5 Some relations between separation axioms of 

fuzzy topology and that of induced intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces 

(IFTSs) will be investigated, with some necessary counterexamples.  

Atanassov [1] introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets 
Definition 1.1 [1] Let X be a nonempty fixed set. An intuitionistic fuzzy 

set A (IFS for short) is an object having the form: 

 A = { Xxxxx AA  :)(),(,  }, where the functions 
A  : X I and 

A : X I denote the degree of membership (namely A )(x ) and the 

degree of nonmembership (namely
A )(x ) of each element Xx  to the 

set A, respectively, and 1)()(0  xx AA   Xx . Where I denotes 

unit interval [0,1].The family of all intuitionistic fuzzy sets on X, will be 

denoted by )(XI .  

From the above definition it is clear that an intuitionistic fuzzy sets may 

be regarded as a pair XX IIAA ),( 21  such that CAA 21  , where CA2  is 

the complement of 2A . 

Accordingly, we can alter the Atanassov’s definition of intuitionistic 

fuzzy set slightly to the following more convenient definition: 

Definition 1.2 

An intuitionistic fuzzy set A (IFS for short) is an ordered pair 

A  ( 21, AA ) XX II   such that 21 AA  . Where XI  is the family of all 

fuzzy sets on a given nonempty set X. The family of all intuitionistic 

fuzzy sets on X in this form, will be denoted by XII ,     
i.e. XII  = {( 212121 ,:), AAandIAAAA X  }. The IFS X = ),( XX  is 

called universal IFS and the IFS  ),(  is called the empty IFS. 

Any fuzzy set A  on X is obviously an IFS in the form A = ),( AA . 

Definition1.3  Let  A  = ( ), 21 AA  , B = ( ), 21 BB  XII . Then:       
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1) BA  2,1,  iBA ii , 

2) A  B 2,1,  iBA ii , 

3) ),( 2211 BABABA   ,  

4) ),( 2211 BABABA   , 

5) ),( 12

CCC
AAA  , where 

C
A  is the complement of A . 

Remark.1.4 By the canonical mapping from ),,),(( CXI  onto 

),,,( CII X  assigns for all )(XIA  the set ( ), 21

CAA
XII , we note 

that all results which are based on Atanassov’s intuitionistic fuzzy sets 

still true in our setting. 

Definition. 1.5   

Let X and Y be two nonempty sets and ƒ: X  Y  be a function, 

i) If A  = ( ), 21 AA is an IFS in X. Then the image of A  under ƒ, denoted 

by ƒ( A ) is the  IFS in Y,  defined by,  ƒ( A ) ( ƒ ),( 1A  ƒ ))( 2A , where 

    ƒ ))(( yAi  







 

 

otherwise

yfifxAi
yfx

0

)()(sup 1

)(1



     Yy  ,  2,1i . 

ii) If B = ( ), 21 BB  is an IFS in Y, then the preimage of B  under f  is the 

IFS in X      defined by ƒ 1 ()( B ),( 1

1 Bf  ))( 2

1 Bf  . 

Where f ())((1

ii BxB  ƒ Xxx ))( , 2,1i . 

Now the intuitionistic fuzzy point introduced by Coker and Demirci in [8] 

can be modified into the following definition: 

Definition1.6  

Let X be a nonempty set and let Xx  be a fixed element, α, β  1,0 I  

such that αβ, β > 0. An intuitionistic fuzzy set, ),(),(  xxx  XII  

is called intuitionistic fuzzy point (IFP for short) i.e. the IFP ),( x  is an 

ordered pair of two fuzzy points  xx ,  where  xx  . The set of all 

IFPs in X will be denoted by IPX . 

 

An IFP ),( x  is said to be belongs to an IFS  A  = ( ), 21 AA  on X, and is 

denoted by ),( x A , iff 1Ax   and 2Ax  .The set of all fuzzy 
points will be denoted by fX . 
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Definition 1.7 [13 ]  

Let ., XIBA  Then A  is quasi-coincident with B , iff there exists Xx  

such that )(xA + )(xB >1. If A  is not quasi-coincident with B , then we 

write A q⁄ B , i.e. A q⁄ B iff, )(xA + )(xB 1  for all Xx . 

Definition 1.8   

Let A , B  XII . Then A  and B  are said to be quasi-coincident and it is 

denoted by A q B , iff  
1A q

2B  or 
2A q

1B . If A  is not quasi-coincident 

with B , then we denote this by A q⁄ B  i.e. A q⁄ B  1A q⁄ 
2B  and  

2A q⁄ 
1B . 

Theorem 1.9 

Let A , B , C XII , YIIFD , , ƒ: X Y  be a function and 

{ JiAi : } XII , where ),( 21 iii AAA   and ),( x , ),( y
IPX . Then: 

1) A  q⁄ B   A 
C

B , 

2) A B  A q⁄ B , 

3) ),( x q⁄ A   ),( x C
A , 

4)  A  q⁄ 
C

A , 

5) A q⁄ B , ABC  q⁄ C , 

6)  A  B ( qx ),(  A  ),( x q B   for all ),( x in X ), 

7)  A q B   ),( x q B ,  for some ),( x A , 

8)  ),( x q ( JiAi
Ji




)  such that ),( x q iA , 

9)  If ),( x q ( i
Ji

A


 ), then ),( x q iA  for all Ji , 

10)  yx    implies ),( x q⁄ Iy   ,,,).(
. 

11) ),( x q⁄ .11).(   andyxoryxy  

2. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Topological spaces. 

Definition 2.1 [6] 

An intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IFT, for short) on a nonempty set X, is a 

family   of intuitionistic fuzzy sets ( IFSs for short) in X that satisfies 

the following axioms : 

T1)    , X , 

T2)  if BA,  , then BA , 
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T3)  if { JiAi : }   , then 


i
Ji

A . 

The pair (X, ) is called intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (IFTS for 

short). Every element of  is called intuitionistic fuzzy open set (IFOS 

for short) in X. The complement 
C

A  of an IFOS A  in an IFTS (X, ) is 

called an intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IFCS, for short) in X. The set of 

all IFCSs is denoted by C .  

Definition 2.2 

If (X, ) is an IFTS. An IFS N  of X  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 

neighborhood (IFN for short) of an IFP ),( x  in IFTS (X, ) iff there 

exists IFS 
),( xO   such that, ),( x   

),( xO  N . It is clear that 
),( xO  

is an IFO- neighborhood (IFON for short) of ),( x . The family of all IF- 

neighborhoods of the IFP ),( x  will be denoted by N( ),( x ). 

Definition 2.3  [6] 

Let (X, ) be an IFTS and A  = ( ), 21 AA be an IFS in X. Then the fuzzy 

interior and fuzzy closure of A  will be denoted by


A , A  respectively, 

and are defined by: 

 AGandXinIFOSanisGGA  :


, 

 KAandXinIFCSanisKKA  : ,  

Proposition 2.4  [6]  

For any IFS A  in (X, ) we have: i) 
C

A
C

A )(


 and   ii)  CC AA )(  . 

Theorem 2.5. Let (X,  ) be an IFTS, A , B  XII . Then: 

1)  ),( x 


A    
),( xO N ( ),( x ) such that 

),( xO    A , 

2)  ),( x q A     
),( xO  q A   

),( xO  N( ),( x ), 

3)   V  q A    V q A     V  .  

Proof. Obvious. 

Theorem 2.6. Every IFTS(X, ) generates a fuzzy bitopological 

space ),,( 21 X , where  1 = { AA :1  } and 2 = { :2A A } 

Theorem 2.7 

 Let (X, ) be an IFTS on X. Then the following collections are fuzzy 

topologies on X,   

i) 3 { XAA ,(: 11
) } { } 
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ii) 4 { (:2A  , )2A } { X } 

iii)  { ),(: AAA }.  Moreover, 13  , 
24   and 

21    . 

Proof: Straightforward. 

 

Now we shall introduce a new concept which is the intuitionistic product 

of two families of fuzzy sets as follows: 

Definition2.8 

Let η1, η 2 
XI . The intuitionistic product of  η1, η2 is denoted by  η1 ̂η2 

and it is defined by   η1 ̂η2  21221121 ,:),( AAandAAAA   . 

Definition. 2.9 

An IFTS (X, ) is called, IBTF-topological space iff,  
1 ̂ 2 . 

Theorem 2.10 

Let (X, ), 21  be a fuzzy bitopological space. Then (X, )ˆ
21    is an 

IBTF-topological space for which 1 = 1 , 2 =
2 , 

where  2122112121 ,:),(ˆ AAandAAAA   . 

Proof: Straightforward. 

Example 2.11 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space, XIIAAA  ),( 21 .  Then the 

following families are IBTF-topologies on X generated by : 

1) 
1 =    121 :),(ˆ AAAI X  

2) 2    221 :),(ˆ AAAI X  

3)    113 :),()(ˆ AXAXi   , where XXi ()(  ,{ 1,0 }) is 

the indiscrete  fuzzy topology on X.  

4)    224 :),(ˆ)( AAXi  X  

5)    2121 ,:),(ˆˆ AAAA . 

Definition 2.12 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then the IFTS (X,  ̂ ) is called 

 ITF-topological space induced by . 

Theorem 2.13 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and let,  
XX IIIIi :   be an 

operator defined by ),()( 21


AAAi    XIIA  . Then i  is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy interior operator that generates the ITF-topology  ̂ . 

Proof. It is clear. 
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Corollary 2.14 Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space, and let XIIA .  

Then the map 
XX IIIIC :   defined by ),()( 21 AAAC   is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy closure operator that generates the ITF-topology  ̂ . 

Theorem2.15 

Let (X, 
21,  ) be a fuzzy bitopological space, XIIA . Then the map 

XX IIIIC :   defined by, ),()(
1

2

2

1

2

1 AAAAC  is an intuitionistic 

fuzzy closure operator which generates the IBTF-topology
21

ˆ   on X, 

where 
i

A is the i -closure of fuzzy set 2,1, iA . 

Proof. Obvious.   

Corollary 2.16 

Let (X, 
21,  ) be a fuzzy bitopological space. Then the map i : XX IIII  , 

given by  i ( A )  ),)(
2

2

12

21


 AAA  XIIA , is an intuitionistic 

fuzzy interior operator which generates the IBTF-topology 
21

ˆ   on X, 

where iA is the i -interior of 2,1, iA . 

Definition 2.17   [15] 

Let (X, ), (Y,  ) be IFTSs. Then a map f : X  Y is said to be  

1) An IF-continuous if )(1 Bf   is an IFOS of X for all IFOS B of Y,  

    [or equivalently, )(1 Bf   is an IFCS of X for each IFCS B  of Y], 

2) An IF-open function if )(Af  is an IFOS of Y for each IFOS A   of X, 

3) An IF-closed function if )(Af  is an IFCS of Y for each IFCS A  of X, 

4) An IF- homeomorphism if f is bijective and f , f
-1

 are IF-continuous. 

Definition 2.18  [15] 

Let ),(),(:   YXf  be a map. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

i) isf an IF-continuous map. 

ii) IPXx ),(   , IFN )( ),( xfO  of )( ),( xf there is an IFN 
),( xO  of 

),( x  such that )(
),( xOf  )( ),( xfO . 

Theorem 2.19 [15] 

Let ),(),(:   YXf  be a bijection. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

i) f  is an IF-homeomorphism . 

ii) f  is an IF- continuous and IF-closed . 

iii) )()( 11 BfBf          IFS B  of Y. 
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Theorem 2.20 

Let ),(),(:   YXf  be an IF-continuous function. Then the function: 

2,1),,(),(:   iYXf ii
 are  fuzzy continuous functions, 

where
21,  are fuzzy topologies defined as in theorem(2.6).  

Proof. 

Let ),(),(:   YXf  be an IF-continuous function and let B1


1 .  

Then there exists B2


 2  such that ),( 21 BB  and hence, 

   ))(),((),( 2

1

1

1

21

1 BfBfBBf , consequently, 11

1 )(  Bf , which 

implies that ),(),(: 11

 YXf is a fuzzy continuous. 

 

 The following example shows that the converse of the above theorem  

 may not be true in general. 

Example 2.21 Let ( ,X ) be any fuzzy topological space. Then  

id : ( ,X ) ( ,X ) is a fuzzy continuous . But )ˆ,(),(:   XXid ,  

is not IF-continuous. Where    AAA :),( . 

 

Theorem 2.22  Let ),( X  be an IBTF-topological space and ),( Y  be 

any IFTS. Then  ),(),(:   YXf   is an IF-continuous function 

iff ),(),(:


 ii YXf ,  2,1i are fuzzy continuous functions. 

Proof. it is clear. 

 

3. Separation axioms in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces.  

Definition 3.1   
An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (X, ) is said to be: 

1) IF- T  iff ),( x q⁄ ),( y  implies ),( x q⁄ ),( y  or ),( y q⁄ ),( x  . 

2) IF-T1 iff ),( x q⁄ ),( y  implies ),( x q⁄ ),( y  and ),( y q⁄ ),( x  . 

3) IF-T2 iff  ),( x q⁄ ),( y  implies there exists ),( xO , ),( yO   

     such that  ),( xO q⁄ ),( yO .  

Now we list some characterizations of IF-separation axioms. 

Theorem 3.2 

Let (X,  ) be an IFTS. Then (X, ) is IF-T0 iff [ ),( x  q⁄ ,  there exists 

),( xO  such that ),( y q⁄ ),( xO   or there exists ),( yO   such that  

),( x q⁄ ),( yO  ),( x , ),( y XIP].  

Proof.  Follows from (2) of theorem (2.5) and (5) of theorem (1.9). 
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Theorem 3.3  Let (X,  ) be an IFTS. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

i)  (X,  ) IF-T1  

ii)  ),( x q⁄ ),( y  implies that there exists ),( xO  such that  ),( y q⁄ 

),( xO  and there exists ),( yO  such that ),( x q⁄ ),( yO , 

iii)  ),( x ),( x      ),( x XIP. 

Proof.  i)   ii) is obvious. 

 i)  iii) Let ),( x q⁄ ),( y .  Then by (ii) there exists ),( yO  such that 

),( x q⁄ ),( yO  this implies ),( yO  Cx ),(  , thus Cx ),(   is open for every 

),( x XIP  i.e. ),( x   is closed for every ),( x XIP  hence ),( x ),( x .  

iii)  i) Let ),( x ),( x   ),( x XIP and ),( x q⁄ ),( y .  Then ),( x , 

),( y  are closed IFPs. Since ),( y q⁄ ),(),(  x

C Oy   and ),( x q⁄ 

),(),(  y

C Ox  , then ),( x q⁄ ),( y  and ),( y q⁄ ),( x .  

Hence (X, ) is IF- T1. 

Theorem  3.4  If (X, ) is IF-T2  then ),( x 
)),((),(

),(





xNxO

xO


  
IPXx  ),(  . 

Proof. Let (X, ) be an IF-T2 and ),( x XIP. Then for any ),( y q⁄ ),( x  

there exists ),( yO N( ),( y ), ),( xO N( ),( x ) such that ),( yO q⁄ 

),( xO  ),( y q⁄ ),( xO   ),( y q⁄ 
)),((),(

),(





xNxO

xO


 

 ),( x  
)),((),(

),(





xNxO

xO


  (by (6) of theorem (1.9)). On other hand it is 

clearly that ),( x  
)),((),(

),(





xNxO

xO


, and so ),( x 
)),((),(

),(





xNxO

xO


 . 

Definition 3.5  An IF-topological space (X,  ) is said to be: 

1) IF- R   iff ),( x q⁄ ),( y   implies ),( y q⁄ ),( x . 

2) IF-R1 iff ),( x q⁄ ),( y  implies there exists ),( xO , ),( yO  such that, 

),( xO q⁄ ),( yO . 

3)  IF-R2 iff ),( x q⁄ F  , F
C  implies there exists ),( xO , FO   such 

that ),( xO q⁄ FO  . 

4) IF-R3 iff 1F q⁄ 2F  , 1F , 2F
C  implies there exists

1FO , 
2FO  such 

that 
1FO q⁄ 

2FO . 
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5)  IF-T3 iff it is IF-R2 and IF-T1.  

 6) IF-T4 iff it is IF-R3 and IF-T1.  

 

Now we introduce the following reformulation of IF-

)3,2,1,0(, iaxiomsRi  and give some implications on it. 

Theorem 3.6  

Let (X, ) be an IFTS, ),( x XIP. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

1) (X, ) is an IF- R  .                                                             

2) ),( x


 ),( xO    ),( xO   N( ),( x ) . 

3) ),( x


  ),( xO : ),( xO N( ),( x )} . 

4) ),( x q⁄ F , F
C  implies there exists FO  such that ),( x q⁄ FO  . 

5) ),( x q⁄ F , F
C  implies ),( x q⁄ F . 

6) ),( x q⁄ ),( y   implies  ),( x q⁄ ),( y . 

Proof. 1)2) Let ),( y q ),( x
 )1(

  ),( x q ),( y . By (2) of theorem 

(2.5), we have ),( y q ),( xO ,  ),( xO  ),( x


 ),( xO  ),( xO (by 

(6) of theorem 1.9). 
2) 3) is obvious. 

3)  4) Let ),( x q⁄ F , F
C  ),( x

C
F  

)2(

  

),( x



C

F  F  ),( 
Cx


= FO , and hence ),( x  q⁄ ),( 
Cx


 = FO  . 

4) 5)  Let ),( x q⁄ F  , F
C  

)4(

  there exists FO ,  such that  

),( x q⁄ FO = ),( x q⁄ FO  ),( x 
C

FO  ),( x


 C

FO  ),( x


q⁄ FO 

),( x


q⁄ F .  

 5) 6) and   6) 1) are obvious. 

 

Theorem 3.7 The following implications hold: 
 IF-R3  IF-R0 IF-R2 IF-R1 IF-R0. 

Proof. It is clear. 

Theorem 3.8 The following implications hold: 
1) IF-T4  IF-T3  IF-T2  IF-T1  IF-T0. 

2) IF-R2  IF-T0   (X,  ) is IF-T3 

Proof. It is clear   
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Theorem 3.9  Let (X, ) be an IFTS. Then (X, ) is IF-R1 iff ),( x q⁄ 

),( y  implies there exist ),( xO  and ),( yO  such that ),( xO q⁄ ),( yO . 

Proof.  Follows from the last implication of theorem (3.7) and from (2) of 

theorem(3.6). 

 

Theorem 3.10 

Let (X, ) be an IFTS. Then (X,  )is IF-R2 iff ),( x XIP , 


),( xO N( ),( x ) there exists 

),( xO  such that 

),( xO 
),( xO . 

Proof. Let (X, ) be an IF-R2 , ),( x XIP , 
),( xO N( ),( x ). Then 

),( x q⁄ C

xO
),( 
  implies that 



),( xO   N( ),( x ), V N( C

xO
),( 
) such that 



),( xO q⁄ V 


),( xO 
C

V  


),( xO 
C

V  ),( xO . 

Conversely, let ),( x XIP, F
C  be such that ),( x q⁄ F . 

Then ),( x 
C

F  so, 
C

F N( ),( x )  


),( xO  such that 



),( xO  ),( xO =
C

F   (by hypothesis), hence F 
C

xO 

),( 
 FO  and 

 FO  q⁄ 

),( xO  (X , )IF-R2. 

Theorem 3.11 

Let (X, ) be an IFTS. Then (X, )IF-R3 iff   F
C ,  FO N( F ) 

there exists 


FO N( F ) such that 


FO  FO . 

Proof.  It is similar to that of the above theorem. 

Theorem3.12 

Let (X, ) be an IFTS. Then the following implications hold: 

                IF-T4   IF-T3   IF-T2   IF-T1   IF-T0 

                                                                           

       IF-R3 IF-R0 IF-R2   IF-R1   IF-R0   any IF-space. 

Proof. Straightforward. 

Definition 3.13 

An intuitionistic fuzzy topological property (IFTP for short) for an IFTS 

(X, ), will be called good extension property if, (X, ) has the fuzzy 

topological property (FTP for short) iff (X,  ̂ ) has the fuzzy 

topological property IFTP. 

 

Now we shall show that all intuitionistic fuzzy regularity axioms 

( 3,2,1,0,  iRIF i ) are good extensions properties. 
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Theorem3.14 The IF- regularity axioms(IF- iR , 3,2,1,0i ) are good 

extension properties.  

Proof. As a sample we prove the cases ( 2i ) the remaining cases are 

similar. 

For 2i . Let (X, )be a FR2-space, ),( x q⁄ F , F = (F1,F2)
CC  ̂ . 

Then x q⁄ F2 and x  q⁄ F1 where F1, F2
C  

x
O ,

2FO , 
xO and 

1FO  

s.t 
x

O q⁄ 
2FO  and 

xO q⁄ 
1FO .Take 

 xxx OOO   and 
211 FFF OOO  . 

Then ),( xO = ( 

x
O ,

xO ) and, FO = (


1FO ,
2FO ) such that 

),( xO q⁄ FO   

(X,  ̂ ) is IF-R2.  

Conversely, let (X,  ̂ ) be an IF-R2 space, x q⁄ F ,  F
C . Then 

( x , x )q⁄ ),( FF  i.e. ),( x q⁄ ),( FFF  
CC  ̂    

 ),(),( 
 xxx OOO  , FO = ( ), FF OO  such that ),( xO q⁄ FO    


x

O ,
FO such that 

x
O q⁄ 

FO  , hence (X, ) is FR2. 

 

Now we shall show that the separation axioms( 4,3,2,1,  iTIF i ) are 

good extensions.  

Theorem 3.15 

The IF- separation axioms (IF- 4,3,2,1, iTi ) are good extension 

Properties.  

Proof.  As a sample we prove the cases ( 3,1i ) the remaining cases are 

similar. 

 i) For 1i . Let (X, ) be a FT1-space and let ),( x  be an IFP of 

(X,  ̂ ). Then ),( x = ( x , x ) = ( x , x ) = ),( x , (since (X, )FT1 ). 

Thus (X,  ̂ ) is IF-T1. 

Conversely, Let (X,  ̂ ) be an IF-T1 space, x be a fuzzy point of 

(X, ). Then ),(),( ),(),(  xxxxxx   i.e. x = x . Hence (X, ) 

is FT1-space. 

ii) For 3i . The proof follows from ii) of the above theorem and from 

i). 

Theorem 3.16                                                     

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then(X,  ̂ ) is IF-T0   (X, ) 

is FT0-space.  

Proof. Let (X,  ̂ ) be an IF-T0  space, x q⁄ y . Then 
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 ( x , x )q⁄ ( y , y ) i.e. ),( x q⁄ 
),( y  ),( x q⁄ 

),( y  or 
),( y q⁄ ),( x  

(since(X,  ̂ ) IF-T0 )  x q⁄ y  or y q⁄ x , and so (X,τ) is IF-T0 . 

 

 The following example shows that the converse of the above theorem 

may not be true. 

Example 3.17 Let  aX  , and    Xtat 21:  be a fuzzy 

topology on X . Then ( X , ) is 0FT -space. But the intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces (X  ̂ ), where 
     XrtaatXa rtt  21:),(21:),(ˆ   is not IF-T0 . 

 

Definition 3.18 A property p is called an intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

property or intuitionistic fuzzy topological invariant if an intuitionistic 

fuzzy topological space (X, ) has p then every space homeomorphic to 

space (X, ) has also p. 

Theorem 3.19 

  The regularity axioms(IF- 3,2,1,0, iRi  )are intuitionistic  fuzzy 

topological properties. 
Proof: As a sample we prove the cases 2i . 

.For 2i . Let (X,  ) be an 2RIF   and let ),(),(:   YXf be an 

IF-homeomorphism. Let ),( x  are IFP in Y and 
C

F   such that 

),( x q⁄ F ,  then )( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ )(1 Ff  , )(1 Ff 


C . Since (X,  ) 

is 2RIF  . Then there exists 
)( ),(

1
xf

O   and
)(1 Ff

O   Such that  

)( ),(
1

xf
O  q⁄ 

)(1 Ff
O  . Now put,      



CC

xfx OfO )(
)(),( ),(

1 , 

    
CC

HfH OfO )(
)(1  . Then there exists   Hx OandO ),(  such 

that ),( xO q⁄ HO . Hence ),( Y is 2RIF  . 

Theorem 3.20 

The separation axioms IF- 4,3,2,1,0, iTi  are intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological properties.  

Proof.  As a sample we prove the cases 1i . 

For 1i . Let (X, ) be an 1TIF   and let ),(),(:   YXf be an IF-

homeomorphism . Let ),( x , ),( y  are IFPs in Y such that ),( x q⁄ ),( y . 

Then  )( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ )( ),(

1

yf  .  Since (X,  ) is 1TIF  . Then 

)( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ )( ),(

1

yf 
 and   )( ),(

1

yf  q⁄ )( ),(

1

xf 
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)( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ )( ),(

1

yf   and )( ),(

1

yf  q⁄ )( ),(

1

xf   (by   theorem 

(2.20))    )( ),(

1

xff  q⁄ )( ),(

1

yff  and )( ),(

1

yff  q⁄ )( ),(

1

xff   

  ),( x q⁄ ),( y  and  ),( y q⁄ ),( x   1),( TIFisY  . 

Theorem 3.21 

The axioms IF-R3 and IF- 4,1, iTi  are invariant under IF- continuous 

and IF-closed onto map. 

Proof.  i) Let (X,  ) be an 3RIF   and let ),(),(:   YXf be an IF-

continuous, IF-closed and onto map. Let 
C

GM , such that M q⁄ G . 

Then 1f [ M ] q⁄ 1f [G ] and 1f [ M ], 1f [G ] C . 

Since 3),( RIFanisX  , then there exists
][1 Mf

O   ,  ][1 Gf
O  such that 

][1 Mf
O  q⁄ 

][1 Gf
O  . Let  CC

Mf
OfU ][

][1  and  CC

Gf
OfV ][

][1 . Then 

M  U  , G  V  and U q⁄ V , Then 3),( RIFisY  . 

 

ii) For 1i .  Let (X,  ) be an 1TIF   ,  ),(),(:   YXf be an IF-

continuous IF-closed and onto map. Let ),( x , ),( y  are IFPs in Y such 

that ),( x q⁄ ),( y .Then )( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ )( ),(

1

yf  . Since (X,  ) is 1TIF  , 

then there exists 
)( ),(

1
xf

O   and 
)( ),(

1
yf

O    such that 
)( ),(

1
xf

O  q⁄ 

)( ),(

1

yf  and )( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ 
)( ),(

1
yf

O  . Now take 

U  CC

xf
Of )(

)( ),(
1


 and V  CC

yf
Of )(

)( ),(
1


 then there exists 

 


UOx ),(
 and  


VOy ),(

(since closedIFisf  ) such that 

 )(
),(

1

xOf
)( ),(

1
xf

O  and  )(
),(

1

yOf
)( ),(

1
yf

O   )(
),(

1

xOf  q⁄ 

)( ),(

1

yf  and )( ),(

1

xf  q⁄ )(
),(

1

yOf    )(
),(

1

xOf   )( ),(

1 Cyf 
  

and )(
),(

1

yOf   )( ),(

1 Cxf 

   )(
),(

1

xOff   )( ),(

1 Cyff 
 and 

)(
),(

1

yOff   )( ),(

1 Cxff 
 

),( xO   Cy ),(   and 
),( yO  Cx ),(   


),( xO q⁄ ),( y  and ),( x q⁄ 

),( yO  (by (1),(5) of theorem (1.9)). 

Hence from (ii) of theorem (3.3) we obtain 1),( TIFisY  . 

iii) For 4i . The proof follows from i) and ii). 
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4. The Relations between fuzzy separation axioms of IFTSs and that 

of induced fuzzy topological spaces:  

Theorem 4.1 If the IFTS (X, ) is IF-T0 , then (X,
1 ) ,  (X, 

2 ) are FT0. 

Proof. Let (X,  ) be an IF-T0 , x q⁄ y . Then ),(  xx q⁄ ),(  yy  

i.e. ),( x q⁄ 
),( y   IFOS )(),( ),(21),(  xNAAOx   such 

that ),( y q⁄ ),( 21),( AAOx   y q⁄ 11  AOx
 or there exists an 

IFOS ),( 21),( BBOy 
)( ),( yN  such that ),( x q⁄ ),( 21),( BBOy   

x q⁄ 11 
yOB   (X,

1 ) is FT0. The rest is similar. 

The converse of the above theorem may not be true in general this can be 

shown by an example (3.18), where 21  . 

Theorem 4.2 If the IFTS (X, ) is IF-T1 , then (X, 1 ) , (X, 2 ) are FT1. 

Proof. Let (X,  ) be an IF-T1, x q⁄ y    ),(  xx q⁄ ),(  yy  i.e. 

),( x q⁄ ),( y    there exists an IFOS )(),( ),(21),(  xNAAOx   such 

that ),( y q⁄ ),( 21 AA  y q⁄ 11 
x

OA  and there exists an IFOS 

),( 21),( BBOy 
)( ),( yN  such that ),( x q⁄ ),( 21),( BBOy  x q⁄ 

11 
yOB  and hence (X, 1 ) is FT1-space.The rest is similar. 

The following example shows that the converse of the above theorem 

may not be true. 

Example 4.3 Let  aX  , and    21:),(21:),(  rtaartaa rtrt   

be an IFT on X. Then (X, ) is not IF-T1-topological space. But the 

induced fuzzy topological spaces (X, 2,1), iiΠ , where 

 ]1,0[:21  Itat  are FT1-spaces. 

Theorem 4.4 

For any pair of fuzzy topological spaces ( iX , ), 2,1i . Then 

( 21
ˆ,  X ) is IF- 1T  iff, ( iX , ), 2,1i  are FT1-topological spaces. 

Proof. It is clear.  
Theorem4.5 If the IFTS (X, ) is IF-T2 ,  then (X, 1 ) is FT2. 

Proof. Let (X,  ) be an IF-T2, x q⁄ y . Then ),( x q⁄ ),( y   IFOS 

),( 21),( AAOx  and IFOS ),( 21),( BBOy  such that ),( xO q⁄ 

),( yO  1A q⁄ 2B , since 21 BB   1A q⁄ 

1B  1111 ,  BOAO yx 
such that 

x
O q⁄ 

yO  (X, 1 )FT2. 
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The following example shows that the converse of above theorem may 

not be true. 

Example 4.6                                                                  

Let  aX  ,    Xtat 21:   be a fuzzy topological space. Then: 

 ( XIX , ) 
2FTis .  But the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space(X, ), 

where    IrXatraaI rtr

X  :),(21:),(ˆ   on X is not IF-

T2 , since for  
)7.0,4.0(a q⁄ )6.0,3.0(a then, 

7.0,4.0()6.0,3.0()7.0,4.0( aaa OthatsuchOandO  q⁄ 
)6.0,3.0(aO . 

 The following example shows that the IFTS(X, ) is IF-T2 , for which 

(X,
2 ) is not FT2 . 

Example 4.7                                                                   

Let X be an infinite set, and     finiteisASIA CX )(:  be a 

fuzzy topology on X, where )( CAS  is the support of CA . Then the 

IFTS(X, ˆXI ) is an IF-T3.  But the fuzzy topological space (X,
 ) is 

not FT2, since first becauseTIFisI X

1
ˆ   , 

),(),(),( ),( 







 xxxxxx     and becauseRIFisI X

2
ˆ   , 

for ),( x q⁄  xIFFF XC  
ˆ),( 21

q⁄ F2 and x  q⁄ F1
C

 , 

.12 2   
 x

C

F

C OFxandOxF  (1).  Now 

xFRisIX X ,),( 2
q⁄ 

2F  


 x

C

F

X

x OwithfromxOandIxO )1(
2  q⁄ 

2FO . Now put  


 
ˆ),(),(,ˆ),(),( 11 21),(

XC

FFF

XC

xxx IxFOOOIFxOOO   

such that 
),( xO q⁄ FO .  

5. The Relation between separation axioms of fuzzy topological 

spaces and that of induced intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. 

Lemma 5.1 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and (X,
XÎ ) be the first IBTF-

topological space induced by (see example 2.12). Then for any IFS 

),( 21 AAA   we have:  

i) ),( 21 AAA  , 

ii) ),( 21 AAA


 , where the closure of 2A and interior of 1A w .r. to  

Proof.  Follows from theorems (2.16), (2.17). 

Theorem 5.2 Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then: 

 (X, .3,2,1,0,),()ˆ  iFRisXRIFisI ii

X    
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Proof. As a sample we prove the cases 3i  the remaining cases are 

similar. For 3i . Let (X,
3)ˆ RIFI X  , G q⁄ F  where CFG ,   

     ),( GGG  q⁄ FFF ),( ,  CXIFG  ˆ, .  (X, XÎ  ) being IF-

R3, thus   ),(),,( 2121 BBOAAO FG

XÎ   such that GO q⁄ FO   

1A q⁄ 
2B  1A q⁄ 

1B  i.e.    11 , BOAO FG  such that GO q⁄ 
FO  . 

Hence .),( 3FRisX   

The next example shows that the converse of the above theorems is not 

true. 

Example 5.3 Let X { zyx ,, } and let, 

 ),,(,),,(),,,(),,,(,, 5.05.05.05.005.005.05.0005.0 zyxzyxzyxzyxX   be a 

fuzzy topology on X, and 

 ),,(),,,(),,,(),,,(,, 5.05.05.05.015.015.05.0115.0 zyxzyxzyxzyxXC   . 

Then ( X , ) .3FRis  But the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

( X , )ˆ XI is not IF-R0. 

Theorem 5.4 
Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then ( X, 

.),()ˆ
00 FTisXTIFisI X    Proof. Follows from theorem (4.1). 

 The following example shows that the converse of the above theorem 

may not be true.  

Example 5.5         

 Let  aX   and let     21:  tat be a fuzzy topology on X. 

Then (X, ) 0FTis .  But the intuitionistic fuzzy topology structure, 

   IrartaaI rrt

X  :),(21:),(ˆ    is not IF-T0.  

Theorem 5.6 Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then: 

 ( X, .4,3,2,1,),()ˆ  iFTisXTIFisI ii

X     

 Proof. As a sample we prove the cases i=1,2 
i) For 1i . Necessity follows from theorem (4.2). 

 Conversely, let (X, ) 1FTabe , ),( x  be any IFP in )ˆ,( XIX  . Then  

),(
1

22

),(  xxxx  ),( 1

 xx ),( x , since (X, )is 1FT , 

hence )ˆ,( XIX  is IF-T1. 

ii) For 2i . Necessity follows from theorem (4.5). 

Conversely, let (X, ) 2FTais  , ),( x q⁄ ),( y  where ( ),( x , ),( y  are 

IFPS in X). Then x q⁄ y   x q⁄ y  ( 

yx OO ,  such that 
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x

O q⁄ 
yO ) and ( 


yx OO ,  such that 

xO q⁄ 
yO ). Now take 

 xxx OOO  and
 yyy OOO  . Then ),(),(  xxx OOO  and 

),(),(  yty OOO  
XÎ such that ),( xO q⁄ 

),( yO . The result holds. 

Lemma 5.7 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and (X, ̂XI ) be the second 

IBTF-topological space induced by (example 2.12). Then for any IFS 

),( 21 AAA  we have: 

i) ),( 211 AAAA  , 

ii) ),( 221


 AAAA  , 

iii) ),(),(  xxx  , where the closure of xA ,1 and interior of 2A are 

with respect to .  

Proof.   Follows from theorem (2.16), (2.17). 

Theorem 5.8 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then (X, ̂XI )IF-R0 

 (X, )FR0. 

Proof. It is clear. 

 

 The following example shows that the converse of the above theorem 

may not be true. 

Example 5.9 Let X = { zyx ,,  } and let, 

 ),,(),,,(),,,(),,,(,, 5.05.05.05.005.005.05.0005.0 zyxzyxzyxzyxX   be a 

fuzzy topology on X and, 

 ),,(),,,(,),,(),,,(,, 5.05.05.05.015.015.05.0115.0 zyxzyxzyxzyxXC   . Then 

( X , ) is FR3. But the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

( X , )ˆ XI is not IF-R0. 

Theorem 5.10  Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then: 

i) (X, ̂XI ) is IF-T0   (X, ) is FT0 , 

ii) (X, ̂XI ) is IF-T1   (X, ) is FT1. 

Proof. It is clear.. 

Note: The converse of i) of the above theorem my not be true in general, 

this can be shown by example (4.6), where (X, ) is 0FT . But (X, ̂XI ) 

is not IF-T0. 

 

Theorem 5.11 
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Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then (X, ) is iFT  (X, ̂XI ) 

is IF- 3,2, iTi . 

Proof. For  i=2. Let (X, ) be a FT2, ),( x q⁄ ),( y .Then x q⁄ y   x q⁄ 

y implies   

yx OO ,  such that 

x
O q⁄ 

yO  and  

yx OO ,  such 

that 
xO q⁄ 

yO . Now take, 
 yyyxxx OOOandOOO    , then 

),(),(  xxx OOO   ̂XI , ),(),(  yyy OOO   ̂XI  such that 

),( xO q⁄ 
),( yO , and so )ˆ,( XIX is IF-T2. The rest case is similar. 

 

Note. The example (4.7) shows that the converse of the above theorem 

may not be true in general.  
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